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The New Puerto Rican Poetry 

 

Editors Carina del Valle Schorske, Ricardo Maldonado, Erica Mena, and Raquel Salas 

Riviera, have gathered a heartbreaking and raw selection of contemporary poets from 

Puerto Rico in their new anthology entitled Puerto Rico En Mi Corazón (Anomalous Press, 

2019).  The anthology howls in reaction to the devastation following Hurricane María, as 

well as to the complexities of Puerto Rican identity and history, both involving those who 

live on the island, as well as poets of the diaspora.  Although isolate anthologies of Puerto 

Rican poetry have appeared, included Roberto Marquez’s 2006 suite entitled Puerto Rican 

Poetry, or the groundbreaking anthology edited by Alfredo Matilla and Iván Silén, The 

Puerto Rican Poets / Los Poetas Puertorriqueños, published in 1972, this new anthology 

eschews traditional poetics and isn’t bound only to canonical voices; instead, the reader 

dives into and struggles among radiant voices, poetic techniques, tongues, and new voices.   

Within the array of Latin American poetry, Puerto Rico—perhaps because of its 

status as an estado libre asociado / Commonwealth—does not slip comfortably within 

anthologies dedicated to poetry written in Spanish from the Americas. Many anthologies 

will include Julia de Burgos (1914-1953), yet it is puzzling how one rarely sees other poets 

like Francisco Matos Paoli (1915-2000) or Evaristo Ribera Chevremont (1896-1976) given 

their due space and recognition.  Their poetry proves just as vibrant as other voices from 

the Americas and from their generation.  In fact, Matos Paoli and Félix Franco-

Oppenheimer (1912-2004) were students of non-other than Juan Ramón Jiménez and 

Pedro Salinas, two of Spain’s greatest 20th century poets, and who taught at the university 

level on the island.   Matos Paoli, in the tradition of Neruda or Pedro Mir, wrote a poetry 

deeply concerned with the turmoil of his homeland. Although it is difficult, and perhaps 

futile, to pinpoint the inventor of “negrismo” and the usage of Afro-Caribbean Spanish as 

poetic appurtenances, the Puerto Rican Luis Palés Matos (1898-1959) sought to invigorate 

the Afro-Caribbean experience in his country’s poetry during the same time as the 



Dominican Manuel del Cabral (1907-1999) and the Cuban Nicolás Guillén (1902-1989) 

introduced their own infusions.   

Although every Latin American country has suffered at the hands of Yankee 

imperialism and its rapacious parade of occupations and economic exploitation, a major 

difference with Puerto Rico results from the “Trauma” of 1898 when the country moved 

from Spanish colonial control to the colonial control of the United States.   Although that 

disaster occurred only a decade after the appearance of Rubén Darío’s Azul… which 

reinvigorated Spanish-language poetry with decidedly French and exquisite poetics, Puerto 

Rican poetry became more politically oriented as a result of the North American 

occupation.  This stance gave it a very different tone from the rest of Latin American 

Modernismo (not be confused with the Anglophonic Modernists). An additional element has 

been the presence of English on the island.  In 1900, the Foraker law attempted to eradicate 

the daily usage of Spanish, and declared English to be the official language for academic 

instruction.  In 1950, the island’s Education Board finally insisted that Spanish be 

recognized as the official language of Puerto Rico.  Yet it has been a rollercoaster of laws 

and struggles to maintain the Spanish tongue.   

It is interesting to see how those traditions and conflicts still prove evident in Puerto 

Rico En Mi Corazón.  Just as Hurricane María ravaged the island, provoking a callous and 

outrageously cruel response from Trump, the difficult relationship with English, politically-

engaged poetry, history and the diaspora to the continent, and Afro-Caribbean identity, all 

seethe and flex their muscles in this excellent collection of new poets.  The editors present 

each poem in bilingual format—English and Spanish—thereby acknowledging the 

complexities of Puerto Rican identity and language(s).  This all-embracing attitude is one of 

the most unique elements of Puerto Rican letters.  Indeed, just as the English-language 

verse of Víctor Hernández Cruz (1949) and Felipe Luciano (1947) were included The 

Puerto Rican Poets / Los Poetas Puertorriqueños, this new anthology boasts an Anglophonic 

suite of poets writing from New York and other American cities, yet all poets with “Puerto 

Rico deep in their hearts”, as the anthology’s title asserts.    

Puerto Rico En Mi Corazón opens with a succinct yet informative introduction.  The 

editors situate the anthology as a response to the hurricane, yet also as a selection meant to 

reflect the literary richness of the Antilles, and “to welcome diasporic writers” to the vast 



umbrella of Puerto Rican letters.  The editors rightly point out how language from the 

Caribbean is not merely Spanish, but a manifold bouquet of dialects and Creoles, as well as 

a profoundly mestizo creation.  From the very first voice included, that belonging to 

Yolanda Arroyo Pizarro, the reader encounters a Spanish with Afro-Caribbean beliefs and 

lexicon, with such terms as “Yemayá”, “Obatalá” and “babalawo”, all colors that sparkle on 

the “bandera borincana”, the Puerto Rican flag.  This “code-switching” or usage of Puerto 

Rican Spanish also appears in other poets, such as Shey Rivera Ríos and her “Jíbara Bruja”.   

Loretta Collina Klobah offers a poignant poem on the hurricane, “Ricantations”.  In 

it, the reader witnesses how “young iguanas, ousted from shorn treetops, / ran into the 

road and were run-over” and how “families with no roofs slept on sodden couches”, while 

menacing National Guardsmen stood with their rifles or handed out “shoeboxes of Doritos” 

as nourishment to mothers carrying their infants and who had “waded through deep black 

water”.  As far as a volume that should be included as a contribution to Ecopoetics, Puerto 

Rico En Mi Corazón offers numerous meditations on the beauty and destruction caused by 

nature.  Ana Portnoy gifts the anthology with a poem that echoes the hurricane itself, and 

how “It starts with […] a hush / a hiss in the darkness” and leaves behind a “flesh-pot of 

rotting life”.  A particularly lovely poem is taken from the work of the immensely talented 

Nicole Delgado, and one rooted within Ecopoetics, as the poet reveals how she can “read 

the cycles of nature” with her “body”.   

Other poems lean towards the tradition of politically charged poetry in Puerto Rico.  

In his poem entitled “Because I Don’t Seek Inclusion”, Joey de Jesús asserts that “The idea of 

citizenship is just / another wall that divides us”, while the great Martín Espada meditates 

on the Cuban poet and independence hero José Martí, the presence of Puerto Ricans 

fighting alongside Cubans seeking independence from Spain, and how he wishes to hold on 

to that valiant struggle and “tattoo the Puerto Rican flag” on his “shoulder”.  Adriana 

Garriga-López makes an interesting contribution with a poem that touches upon the 

complexities of Puerto Rican identity, history, and even pop culture with breathless 

strophes that read like “Riveradeterritorylopezjenniferporn”.   

All in all, Puerto Rico En Mi Corazón is a deeply important contribution to Latin 

American and Caribbean poetry, Puerto Rican studies, letters of the diasporic experience, 

Ecopoetics, as well as a wonderful collection for lovers of poetry.  The elucidating 



introduction, and the way the anthology confirms and breaks with preconceptions about 

Puerto Rican poetry, are testimony to the talents and insights provided by the editors. With 

nearly 200 pages of poetry, and new voices, as well as established ones, this anthology 

comes highly endorsed and unreservedly so.  I encourage everyone to read it, to take the 

long sea-journey there, for as the editors ask, “And when you reach the island, what will 

you find?”  It is now up to you to discover just what.   

 


